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Spelling Words 

List 29 
 

1. fraction 

2. numerator 

3. denominator 

4. divisible 

5. rectangle 

6. cancellation 

7. decimal 

8. digit 

9. formula 

10. diameter 

11. circular 

12. zeros 

13. hundredths 

14. graph 

15. triangle 

16. quotient 

17. algebra 

18. multiplication 

19. equivalent 

20. equation 

21. ninetieth 

22. intersect 

23. averaging 

24. Ephesians (Eph.) 

25. Philippians (Phil.) 

26. approximate- more or less correct or exact 

27. estimate- an approximate answer 

28. arithmetic- the branch of mathematics that deals 

with adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing 

29. multiple- the product of the number multiplied by a 

whole number 

30. geometry- the branch of mathematics that deals 

with the measuring of lines, angles, surfaces, and 

solids 

31. octagon- a figure with eight sides 

32. circumference- the distance around a circle 

33. perimeter- the distance around a polygon 

34. parallel- referring to lines that never intersect 

35. perpendicular- coming together to form a right 

angle  

 

Memory Verse  
1 John 4:9-10 
This is how God showed his love among us: He 

sent his one and only Son into the world 
that we might live through him. This is love: 

not that we loved God, but that he loved 
us and sent his Son as an atoning sacrifice 

for our sins. 
 

 

Week at a Glance (Memory Verse – anytime) 
 
  Monday    Tuesday    Wednesday   Thursday  Friday 
  Math Test    History Quiz (269;275-281)   Spelling HW Due   Trial Spelling Test Final Spelling Test
         Penmanship Test 25    Vocab Quiz 30   
        Language Quiz (DO, IO)    Health Test (Ch. 2-3)

        Health Quiz (Ch. 3) 

            

Looking Ahead ☺ 
 

➢ April 30th – Spring Carnival 5:30-7:30 pm 
o Our class has chosen to do an Art Basket 

for the carnival.  Any donations would be 
much appreciated.  

o See back for list of items received 
 

➢ May 18th - 19th  – My Nation Notebook 
Presentations 

 
➢ May 21st – Last Day of School/Field Day 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Vocabulary Words  
List 30 

 

compassion- the desire to relieve the suffering of others 
dashing- handsome 
despotic- extremely harsh 
dominion- control and authority 
gruel- thin porridge made by boiling cornmeal in water or 
milk 
rebuff- refusals 
republic- a government controlled by citizens 
 
 


